THE ART OF CERAMIC GLAZED BRICKS

Create a
statement
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with Austral Bricks™ Glazed Bricks,
the foundation of creative expression.

Your project is the one place

to life in stunning form in almost

where you can truly express

every shade imaginable.

yourself. It’s your creative space,
and now you can make it more
beautiful than ever with a bold
new era in bricks.

But it’s not just their good looks
that make them so ideal. With their
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lasting strength, comfort and energysaving properties, bricks are above

Say goodbye to ‘bland’ and

and beyond any other material –

open the doors to your imagination.

a lifetime of style and substance

Whether it’s a solid-colour feature

for you to revel in.

wall or multi-faceted design, the

So let your imagination take flight.

high-gloss finish of glazed bricks

Turn your walls into an expression.

brings every creative statement

With glazed bricks, anything’s possible.
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Burlesque
Reveal your inner spirit. Show your true colours and make a bold statement
with Burlesque, richly glazed bricks that give you the freedom to take the
norm and turn it on its head. From vivid shades to soft neutrals, each works
beautifully with conventional bricks in contrasting patterns, panels or as
an accent architectural feature. Make it brilliant. Make it Burlesque.

LUSCIOUS RED

BURSTING ORANGE

SMASHING BLUE

COGNAC ILLUSION

VIVIDLY
VIVACIOUS

DEEPENING GREEN

ENCHANTING YELLOW

CHARMING BLACK

INDULGENT WHITE

BRUSHED LEATHER

KARRINGTON SILVER

SUBLIME STEEL

OYSTER GREY

MAJESTIC GREY

Brick facings are also available for specified projects. Glazed double headers
are available separately. Bullnose and cant bricks are available on request.
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Specialty
Imagine creating your own custom colour, yours and yours
alone. From the breathtakingly bold to the gentlest of hues,
if you can dream it, chances are we can make it a reality.
The colours below were created for specific projects. Your
options to create a colour are almost infinite. It’s time to bask
in your imagination... What will your signature shade be?

ROYAL

PACIFIC

ESPRESSO

SIENNA

Colour
redefined

AMBER

CRIMSON

EMERALD

JADE

Brick facings are also available for specified projects. Glazed double headers
are available separately. Bullnose and cant bricks are available on request.
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Galleria
Embrace a dynamic approach. Inject eye-catching tone-ontone movement and life into long stretches of wall with Galleria.
Wonderfully versatile, the range transforms surfaces into showcases
with a smooth, glazed finish in the pattern of your making. Strikingly
beautiful, Galleria turns the everyday into the exceptional.

Client to supply
high res image

Aqueous

Crimson Sky

Serenity

Superstition

Eden

Galleria Name

Blend Composition

Aqueous

5 x Royal; 5 x Pacific

Superstitious

5 x Espresso; 5 x Chilling Black

Serenity

4 x Majestic Grey; 6 x Karrington Silver

Crimson Sky

5 x Sienna; 5 x Crimson

Eden

5 x Jade; 5 x Emerald
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STYLE
COMES
NATURALLY

Camilla for Austral Bricks
For this first collection, Camilla drew inspiration from a country
that’s been building homes with clay and brick in a brilliant
palette for thousands of years: Mexico.
Colonial architecture, stunning Aztec temples and pyramids,
and the unforgettable colour and imagery of legendary artist
Frida Kahlo all made their way into the five colours that make
up this stunning first collection by Camilla for Austral Bricks.

AZURE

SOL

ROSADO

AUBERGINE

FLAME

CAMILLA FRANKS
Glazed double headers are available separately. Bullnose and cant bricks are available on request.
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At first glance, the collaboration of a

That’s why we sought out legendary

brick company and fashion designer

kaftan designer, Camilla Franks.

might appear a little unusual. That’s

With her incredible eye for palette and

what makes it so exciting. At Austral

pattern, she was the perfect choice to

Bricks, we’re always looking for new

reveal bricks’ stunning possibilities.

ways to create and challenge how
bricks are seen. We wanted to show
that, like fashion, its limitations aren’t

Camilla
Kaftans

about the material; it’s about how far
you let your imagination soar.

Conceptual
projects

Camilla
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Featured bricks:
Burlesque™ colours:
Chilling Black,
Deepening Green,
Indulgent White,
Karrington Silver,
Luscious Red,
Smashing Blue,
Brushed Leather,
Bursting Orange,
Specialty™
All colours in the range

Case
Studies

Unsw Kensington Colleges
Case study
Almost half a million bricks in various blends and glazes. Not one, two, three
– or even four – different colours, but twenty. Multi-coloured brickwork has always
breathed life into walls, but when it came to building the five new residence
halls at the University of New South Wales, these statistics took it to
a whole new level. Despite the sheer volume and colour ways, the bricks work
together beautifully, creating a subtle identity for each college while keeping
in harmony with the entire campus. Beauty and brains, built together.
For further project details visit www.designplace.com.au
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Featured bricks:

Featured bricks:

Burlesque™ colours:
Chilling black,
Indulgent white

Burlesque™ colours:
Deepening Green,
Indulgent White,
Chilling Black,
Brushed Leather,
Karrington Silver

case studies
UNSW Kensington Colleges

Claremont House

Darius Wells Library

Case study

case study

Renovating and extending this Federation-style home in a very

With their studiously quiet interiors, library exteriors have traditionally reflected

contemporary way may surprise many, but the results speak for themselves.

their inner workings. Today, things have changed on the outside, and the new

Playing on the elements of light and shade, the high-gloss black and softly

Darius Wells Library is a fantastic example of what can be achieved with a little

glazed white bricks create a stunning counterpoint inside and outside

imagination (and a lot of bricks). With their glazed finish and simple patterning in

the new extension. As you move your eyes across the surface, the bricks

multiple sections, each glossy brick adds up to create a lively, welcoming feel

seem to shimmer and glow in the natural light, adding a new dimension.

that encourages visitors, not bore them away with blandness. Strong, dynamic

Traditional with a twist, these bricks make Claremont House a standout.

and bold, the Darius Wells Library wears its true colours on the outside.

For further project details please visit www.designplace.com.au

For further project details please visit www.designplace.com.au
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Take it to the next level. Make the ultimate
dramatic statement and transform your
walls with BrickArt™.
From the photo-realistic to unique designs,
BrickArt™ brings it all beautifully to life at any
scale, adding warmth and individuality in
the process. With every wall now a canvas,
show off your artistic side and create your
own surface intrigue with BrickArt™.
From wall design to supply and installation,
our consultation service can help your
design ideas become a reality.

BrickArt

Project details
Location: Horsley Park NSW
Project Management: Austral Bricks
Bricklayers: J&M Langon
Wall Size: 2 walls at 10m x 10m

WILLIAM & KATE

No. of Bricks Used: 8,300 Full glazed
bricks and 7,500 Half glazed bricks

At Austral, we wanted to mark William and
Austral Bricks™ products

Kate’s Big Day in our own unique way.

Burlesque™ Collection:
Indulgent White, Majestic Grey,
Cognac Illusion, Chilling Black,
Luscious Red, Smashing Blue

Needless to say, we’re confident it would
receive the royal seal of approval.
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Project details
Location: Horsley Park NSW
Project Management: Austral Bricks

BrickArt

Bricklayers: Austral Bricks
Wall Size: 10m x 10m
Build time: 5 days
No. of Bricks Used: 5,117 glazed bricks

Oprah

Austral Bricks™ products
Burlesque™ Collection:
Indulgent White, Chilling Black,
Majestic Grey, Luscious Red,
Cognac Illusion, Smashing Blue

Designed to celebrate her visit to Australia,
this Oprah brick art also gives those in Western
Sydney a chance to get up-close with Oprah
every day in their own backyard.

Project details

BrickArt

Location: Horsley Park NSW
Project Management: Austral Bricks
Bricklayers: 5
Wall Size: 10m x 10m
Build time: 4 days
No. of Bricks Used: Over 6,000
glazed bricks

Michael Jackson
Michael Jackson was always larger than life.

Austral Bricks™ products

Now this massive, 100-square-metre brick

Burlesque™ Collection:
Indulgent White, Chilling Black,
Majestic Grey, Luscious Red,
Cognac Illusion, Smashing Blue,
Enchanting Yellow, Deepening Green

likeness of the ‘King of Pop’ proves it, stopping
traffic on Sydney’s M7 motorway.
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13-BRICK (132 742)
www.australbricks.com.au
Follow brickworksbuildingproducts on

a member of

proud supporters

The product images in our brochures give a general indication of colour for your preliminary selection.
We also recommend you view current product samples before making your final decision.
BWJ0998 04/2015 DesignSuitE.com.au

